XDLM XDLS LED LIFESTYLE SERIES
FIXTURE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

IMPORTANT: BEFORE PROCEEDING, READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY TO INSURE PROPER AND SAFE INSTALLATION.
DANGER: RISK OF SHOCK - DISCONNECT POWER BEFORE INSTALLATION.
DANGER: RISQUE DE CHOC - COUPER L'ALIMENTATION AVANT L'INSTALLATION.
IMPORTANT: HIGH TEMPERATURES INSIDE LUMINAIRE. MAKE CERTAIN SITE VOLTAGE MATCHES VOLTAGE MARKED ON LUMINAIRE.
THIS PRODUCT MUST BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE INSTALLATION CODE BY A PERSON FAMILIAR WITH THE CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF THE PRODUCT AND THE HAZARDS INVOLVED.
NOTE: IF FIXTURE LENS IS DIRTY, OPERATING LIFE AND PERFORMANCE WILL SIGNIFICANTLY DECREASE.
NOTE: WIRING CONNECTIONS ARE TO BE MADE IN SUCH A MANNER AS TO EXCLUDE WATER FROM COMING IN CONTACT WITH WIRING OR CONNECTION SPLICES.

**XDLM XDLS Fixture Assembly:**

NOTE: PACKAGING MATERIALS SHOULD BE USED TO PROTECT PAINT FINISH
WHEN ASSEMBLING FIXTURE, MOUNTING BRACKET & POLE ON PARKING LOT SURFACE OR GROUND.
⚠ MAKE CERTAIN THE POWER SUPPLY IS TURNED OFF BEFORE STARTING INSTALLATION.
⚠ MAKE CERTAIN SITE VOLTAGE CORRESPONDS WITH FIXTURE DRIVER INPUT VOLTAGE PER FIXTURE RATINGS LABEL!
⚠ XDLM & XDLS MODELS ARE FULLY FACTORY ASSEMBLED & PRE-WIRED. NO ENTRY INTO THE FIXTURE IS REQUIRED DURING INSTALLATION!
1. SEE MOUNTING DEVICE INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR FIXTURE & BRACKET ASSEMBLY MOUNTING DETAILS. ATTACH FIXTURE ASSEMBLY AT CROWN TO MOUNTING BRACKET PER MOUNTING DEVICE ORDERED.

**2" Stainless Steel Tenon Mount**

**XDLM & XDLS Top Tenon Mount Fixtures**

XDLM B WITH 2" TOP TENON USED WITH THE FOLLOWING BRACKETS:
XDLM/S BK CH S, XDLM/S BK CH D180, XDLM BK UCL S, XDLM BK UCL D180 & XDLM BK CH W

XDLS A WITH 2" TOP TENON USED WITH THE FOLLOWING BRACKETS:
XDLM/S BK CH S, XDLM/S BK CH D180

XDLS A WITH 1.25" TOP TENON USED WITH THE FOLLOWING BRACKETS:
XDLS BK CH W, XDLS BK PM, XDLS BK UCL S & XDLS BK UCL D180

**XDLM & XDLS Side Arm Mount Fixtures**

XDLS A WITH SIDE ARM MOUNT USED WITH THE FOLLOWING BRACKETS:
XDLM/S BK SA S, XDLM/S BK SA D180, XDLM/S BK SA D90, XDLM/S BK SA T120, XDLM/S BK SA Q90, & XDLM/S BK SA W
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTION:

- INPUT HOT  * BLACK FIXT LEAD
- INPUT NEUTRAL  * WHITE FIXT LEAD
- INPUT GROUND  * GREEN FIXT LEAD

* 0-10V DIMMER REQUIRED (BY OTHERS)

* OPTIONAL INPUT DIM +  * VIOLET FIXT LEAD DIM +
* OPTIONAL INPUT DIM -  * GREY FIXT LEAD DIM -

WARNING: VERIFY THE SITE INPUT VOLTAGE. MAKE SURE IT MATCHES THE VOLTAGE OF THE FIXTURE.
SECURE ALL WIRING AND CONNECTIONS IN THE POLE, OR JUNCTION BOX.
NOTE: XDLM & XDLS -DIM OPTIONED FIXTURES MAY BE DIMMED USING 0-10V DIMMING CONTROLS (BY OTHERS).

XDLM REFLECTOR MODULES SHOWING TYPICAL REFLECTOR ORIENTATION:

POLE OR WALL THIS SIDE
STREET SIDE TYPE FT

POLE OR WALL THIS SIDE
STREET SIDE TYPE V

POLE OR WALL THIS SIDE
STREET SIDE TYPE 3

XDLS REFLECTOR MODULES SHOWING TYPICAL REFLECTOR ORIENTATION:

POLE OR WALL THIS SIDE
STREET SIDE TYPE FT

POLE OR WALL THIS SIDE
STREET SIDE TYPE V

POLE OR WALL THIS SIDE
STREET SIDE TYPE 3

MAINTENANCE:

THIS FIXTURE SHOULD BE PERIODICALLY MAINTAINED. INSECTS AND DEBRIS SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO ACCUMULATE ON THE FIXTURE. THE LENS SHOULD BE CLEANED PERIODICALLY. IF SERVICE PARTS ARE REQUIRED A PARTS LIST CAN BE OBTAINED BY CONTACTING YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR OR CALLING LSI LIGHTING SOLUTIONS PLUS CUSTOMER SERVICE @ 800-436-7800. FAILURE TO FOLLOW THE MANUFACTURERS INSTRUCTIONS, OR MAKING ANY MODIFICATIONS TO THE PRODUCT CAN VOID THE WARRANTY. PRODUCT FAILURES RESULTING FROM POOR MAINTENANCE OR ABUSE WILL NOT BE COVERED BY WARRANTY. CONSULT WARRANTY FOR FULL DETAILS.